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Stereoscopic cinema

• Movie made using two cameras in 
stereoscopic configuration

• Not the same as:

• free-viewpoint video (hundreds of cameras 
in linear or array arrangement)

• 3-D video from multiple views
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History

• 1922: first public projection (The Power of 
Love, anaglyph)

• 1952: first feature-length movie (Bwana Devil)

• 1954: Hitchcock’s Dial M for Murder

• 1980’s: Rebirth of 3-D, IMAX-3D

• 2003-: Digital 3-D (Spy Kids 3-D, U2 3D, 
animated 3-D movies by Disney et al.)

• 2009: Coraline,  Avatar, live sports events...
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3-D cameras:
Fixed/manual interocural
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US motion-control 
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Binocle motion-control systems
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Why do we see 3D?

• NOT because we have two eyes...
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stereoscopystereoscopy
And also motion parallax, depth of 
field, and... stereoscopy

Three-Dimensional Depth Cues

8

8 Frédéric Devernay and Paul Beardsley
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The StereoGraphics Developers' Handbook : 1. Depth Cues

Aerial perspective.

Textural gradient.

Interposition.

Relative size.

Light and shade.

Monocular Cues

The monocular, or extrastereoscopic, depth cues are the basis for the

perception of depth in visual displays, and are just as important as

stereopsis for creating images which are perceived as truly three-

dimensional.  These cues include light and shade, relative size,

interposition, textural gradient, aerial perspective, motion parallax and,

most importantly, perspective.  A more complete description of depth

perception may be found in a basic text on perceptual psychology.1

Images which are rich in the monocular depth cues will be even easier to

visualize when the binocular stereoscopic cue is added.

Light and shade provide a basic depth cue.  Artists learn how to make

objects look solid or rounded by shading them.  Cast shadows can make

an object appear to be resting on a surface.

Bright objects appear to be nearer than dim ones, and objects with bright

colors look like they’re closer than dark ones.

Relative size involves the size of the image of an object projected by the

lens of the eye onto the retina.  We know that objects appear larger when

they are closer, and smaller when they are farther away.  Memory helps

us to make a judgment about the distance of familiar objects.  A person

seen at some great distance is interpreted to be far away rather than small.

Interposition is so obvious it’s taken for granted.  You perceive that the

handbook you are now looking at is closer to you or in front of whatever

is behind it, say your desk, because you can’t see through the book. It is

interposed between you and objects which are farther away.

Textural gradient is the only monocular depth cue articulated by a

psychologist in modern times.  The other cues were known and used by

painters by the time of the Renaissance. A textured material, like a grassy

lawn or the tweed of a jacket, provides a depth cue because the texture is

more apparent as the object is closer to the observer.

Aerial perspective is the diminution in visibility of distant objects

caused by intervening haze.  Often, distant vistas will pick up a bluish

haze because of the scattering of red light by the intervening atmosphere.

In thick fog or haze, objects may not be all that distant.
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Motion parallax is a depth cue which can be provided in the visual

world or in moving-image displays, and can be achieved, for example,

through the rotation of an object.  A familiar example of this cue is seen

from a moving car.  Everyone has noticed that telephone poles move past

more rapidly than the distant hills.

Not all graphic compositions can include motion parallax, but the use of

motion parallax can produce a good depth effect, no matter what the

spatial orientation of the axis of rotation.  This axial independence

indicates that motion parallax is a separate cue from stereopsis.  If the

two were related, only rotation about a vertical axis would provide a

depth effect, but even rotation around a horizontal axis works.  The point

is made because some people think stereopsis and motion parallax are

manifestations of the same entity.  Motion parallax — as in the rotation

of an object, for example — is a good cue to use in conjunction with

stereopsis because it, like other monocular cues, stresses the stereoscopic

cue.  However, details or features of rotating objects are difficult to study.

Perspective, sometimes called “geometric,” “rectilinear,” or

“photographic” perspective, is the most important extrastereoscopic

depth cue for our purposes, since it scales the stereoscopic depth cue.2

Computer-generated images with a strong perspective cue look deeper

and may be easier to view, as we shall learn in later chapters.  Perspective

is the relationship between foreground and background objects.  If it is

exaggerated, or if there are perspective cues such as lines receding to a

vanishing point, the image’s depth will be enhanced.

Depth Cuing is the name of a technique used in computer graphics.

Depth cuing reduces the intensity of the object in proportion to the

distance from the viewer.

Summing Up

Monocular depth cues are part of electronic displays, just as they are part

of the visual world.  While the usual electronic display doesn’t supply the

stereoscopic depth cue, it can do a good job of producing a seemingly

three-dimensional view of the world with monocular cues.  These depth

cues, especially perspective and motion parallax, can help to heighten the

stereoscopic depth cue.

Depth cuing.

Perspective.Textural gradient Aerial perspective Perspective

Fig. 1 Six monoscopic depth cues (from [60]). The seventh is motion parallax, which is hard to
illustrate, and depth of field can also be considered as a depth cue (see Fig. 3).

distance of 3m, a depth of field of ± 0.3D, means that the in-focus range is from
1/( 1

3 + 0.3) ⇥ 1.6m to 1/( 1
3 � 0.3) = 30m, whereas at a focus distance of 30cm,

the in-focus depth range is only from 27.5cm to 33cm (it is easy to understand from
this formula why we prefer using diopters rather than a distance range to measure
the depth of field: diopters are independent of the focus distance, and can easily be
converted to a distance range). This explains why the photograph in Fig. 3 looks
like a model rather than an actual-size scene [26]: the in-focus parts of the scene
seem to be only about 30cm away from the spectator. The depth of field range is not
much affected by age, so this depth cue may be learned from observations over a
long period, whereas the accommodation range goes from 12D for children, to 8D
for young adults, to... below 1D for presbyopes.

2.2 Stereoscopy and Stereopsis

Stereoscopy, i.e. the fact that we are looking at a scene using our two eyes, brings
two additional physiological cues [36]:

• Vergence (the angle between the line-of-sight of both eyes);
• Disparity (the positional difference between the two retinal images of a scene

point, which is non-zero for objects behind or in front of the convergence point).

These cues are used by the perception process called stereopsis, which gives a
sensation of depth from two different viewpoints, mainly from the horizontal dis-
parity.

Although stereoscopy and motion parallax are very powerful 3D depth cues, it
should be noted that human observers asked to make judgments about the 3-D metric



Depth of field as a depth cue: 
focus matters!
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Conflicting depth cues
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• The 9 cues may give opposite 
indications on the scene 
geometry

• The pseudoscope 
(Wheatstone) - reverse left 
and right eyes - causes closer 
objects to seem even bigger:

• big in the image

• binocular disparity 
indicates they are also 
far away

William Hogarth,  1754



Conflicting cues: 
Ames room
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Used in Lord of the Rings,
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind...



Stereoscopic conflicting cues: 
Coraline 3D
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Coraline (H. Selick & P. Kozachik)

2 vanishing points in the same 3-D scene
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Stereoscopic conflicting cues: 
Coraline 3D
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Coraline (H. Selick & P. Kozachik)

2 vanishing points in the same 3-D scene



Stereo-specific video processes
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Stereo-specific video processes

• Correcting causes of visual fatigue

• Color-balancing left and right cameras

• Adapt the movie to the screen size

• Global 3-D changes (interocular, infinity...)

• Local 3-D changes (3-D touchup)

• Playing with the depth of focus

• Playing with the proscenium

• 3-D compositing (real or CG scenes)
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The shooting geometry:
classical representation (top view)
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The shooting geometry:
simplified representation (rectified images)
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A few definitions

• Screen plane ... in the viewer space

• Plane of convergence .. in the scene space

• 3-D cone

• Interocular / Interaxial

• bigger than 65mm (can be 30m) !  
hyperstereo

• smaller than 65mm (can be 0cm) !  
hypostereo

• Convergence

16



Binocular disparity:
how stereopsis works

• Objects at different depths 
cause different disparities

17

Disparity



left view
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right view
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The proscenium arch
(or stereoscopic window)

The stereoscopic display is a window on the world

If object closer than convergence plane touches the image 
borders...
!  Add black borders to move proscenium arch closer
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Visual fatigue:
a critical point

• Can lead to:

• a simple headache

• temporary or permanent damage to the 
oculo-motor system (especially on 
children)

• Probably a public health problem (just as the 
critical fusion frequency on CRT screens...)

21



Some sources of visual fatigue

• Crosstalk

• Breaking the proscenium rule
(stereoscopic window violation)

• Horizontal disparity limits

• Vertical disparity

• Vergence-accomodation conflicts
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Visual fatigue:
geometric differences

a. vertical shift
b. size difference
c. distortion difference
d. keystone (toed-in cameras)
e. horizontal shift (divergence...)

23
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Fig. 6 A few examples of geometric asymmetries: (a) Vertical shift, (b) Size or magnification
difference, (c) Distortion difference, (d) Keystone distortion due to toed-in cameras, (e) Horizontal
shift - leading to eye divergence in this case (adapted from Ukai and Howarth [66]).

should be avoided”. But they also went on to say, in listing future development re-
quirements, that “Much experimental work must be carried out to determine limit-
ing values of divergence at different viewing distances which are acceptable without
eyestrain”.

These limiting values are the maximum disparities acceptable around the con-
vergence point, usually expressed as angular values, such that the binocular fu-
sion of the 3-D scene is performed without any form of eyestrain or visual fatigue.
Many publications dealt with the subject of finding the horizontal disparity lim-
its [78, 29, 46].

The horizontal disparity limits are actually closely related to the depth of field,
as noted by Lambooij et al [34]: “An accepted limit for DOF in optical power for
a 3 mm pupil diameter (common under normal daylight conditions) and the eyes
focusing at infinity, is one-third of a diopter. With respect to the revisited Panum’s
fusion area2, disparities beyond one degree (a conservative application of the 60 to
70 arcmin recommendation), are assumed to cause visual discomfort, which actu-
ally results from the human eye’s aperture and depth of field. Though this nowadays
serves as a rule-of-thumb, it is acknowledged as a limit, because lower recommen-
dations have been reported as well. If both the limits of disparity and DOF are calcu-
lated in distances, they show very high resemblance.”. Yano et al [77] also showed
that images containing disparities beyond the depth of field (± 0.2D depth of field,
which means ±0.82� in disparity) cause visual fatigue.

2.5.2 Vertical Disparity

Let us suppose that the line joining both eyes is horizontal, and that the stereoscopic
display screen is vertical and parallel to this line. The images of any 3-D point
projected onto the display screen using each eye optical center as the centers of pro-
jection are two points which are aligned horizontally, i.e. have no vertical disparity.

2 In the human visual system, the space around the current fixation point which can be fused is
called Panum’s area or fusion area. It is usually measured in minutes of arc (arcmin).



distance of accommodation
= distance to screen
≠ distance of convergence

Different display
⇒ Different depth of field:

• Human DOF=0.2-0.3D (diopter=1/m)

• 3DTV (3.5m): 2m →12m

• Movie theater (16m): 4m → infinity

Visual fatigue:
accommodation and convergence discrepancyEMOTO et al.: REPEATED VERGENCE ADAPTATION CAUSES THE DECLINE OF VISUAL FUNCTIONS IN WATCHING STEREOSCOPIC TV 329

issues involving hardware (leading to differences between
views of left and right TV images). The factor involving the
principle of stereoscopic TV should be investigated first.

Binocular parallax can be controlled during the recording of
stereoscopic images, and it is therefore a problem of software
production. Hardware factors, outside the scope of our current
investigation, have been discussed in many published papers
[29]–[39]. In most of those studies, visual comfort for short-
term viewing was assessed, but visual fatigue from long-term
viewing was not discussed directly, though it does have impact
on visual comfort.

Even if the hardware difference is eliminated, control of
binocular parallax load is still difficult. It is not possible to
pre-determine what object will be viewed by the viewer, or the
level of binocular parallax that viewed object may have while
recording the video. In some studies, the maximum amount
of binocular parallax is described [24], [26]. It is difficult to
know the amount of binocular parallax load viewers experience
in experiments, because it is necessary to control the image
viewing position, to determine where the viewers see, and
calculate the amount of binocular parallax by stereo-matching
[40]. Despite this difficulty, it is essential to control the amount
of binocular parallax load for the viewers.

Another important aspect of horizontal binocular parallax is
that it determines the amount of vergence and accommodation
dissociation in viewing stereoscopic images. A plausible hy-
pothesis says that one of the major factors of visual fatigue may
be a dissociation of vergence and accommodation in viewing
stereoscopic images. This hypothesis points out the difference
in visual functions between viewing real objects and viewing
stereoscopic images. Fig. 1(a) shows vergence and accommo-
dation when viewing a real object; the vergence point is po-
sitioned within the depth of focus. Fig. 1(b) shows what hap-
pens when viewing stereoscopic images; the vergence point is
sometimes outside the depth of focus when binocular parallax is
large. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), we simulated the visual func-
tions typical to viewing stereoscopic images by placing fixed
and variable prisms in front of viewers’ eyes to control vergence
load, leading to fixed and variable amounts of vergence and ac-
commodation dissociation. As seen by comparing the figures,
we can simulate vergence and accommodation during typical
stereoscopic image viewing because the physical effects are the
same as those shown in Fig. 1(b). Control over the power of
the prisms enabled us to control the amount of binocular par-
allax loaded to viewers; this provided a direct way to control
binocular parallax without introducing other potential hardware
issues as discussed in [29]–[39]. The goal of this study was to
provide experimental evidence to show that the dissociaton of
vergence and accommodation can lead viewers to visual fatigue
and to clarify the quantitative relationship between the amount
of dissociation and the degree of visual fatigue.

In principle, it is clear that attempts to view stereoscopic im-
ages would cause dissociation; however, the human eye can tol-
erate some level of dissociation without difficulty. The tolerance
range for varying binocular vergence with almost no change in
accommodation is called the “range of relative vergence”. The
range of relative vergence that an individual can tolerate during

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Vergence and accommodation in viewing: (a) a real object; (b)
stereoscopic images; and (c) image through prisms.

long-time viewing without leading to visual fatigue is known
as the “area of comfort”. Percival defined the zone between the
limits of 0 diopters (infinity) and 3 diopters (3.3 m away), or
the middle third of the range of relative vergence, as the area
of comfort [41]. Percival’s area of comfort has been used em-
pirically in determining the power of optical prisms for individ-
uals with phoria, but no experimental evidence exists showing
that the determination criteria are appropriate. For example, vi-
sual fatigue when using a head-mounted display (HMD) was
assessed and the result shows that severe visual fatigue was not
associated with horizontal binocular parallax within the area of
comfort [24]. This result only shows that a small degree of hor-
izontal binocular parallax does not cause severe visual fatigue,
rather than validating the concept of the area of comfort. It is
necessary to show that the degree of parallax beyond the area of
comfort would lead to visual fatigue in addition to the findings
noted within the area of comfort. We would also need quanti-
tative evaluation of the relationship between visual fatigue and
the amount of vergence load that is dissociated from accommo-
dation to determine the limit of the vergence load that would not
lead to visual fatigue.

In this study, we verify the validity of using Percival’s area
of comfort for determining the comfortable zone for viewing
stereoscopic images by using a visual function simulator. Sub-
jects viewed a high definition television through the simulator
with fixed prisms for approximately one hour. The powers of the
fixed prisms were set within and beyond Percival’s area of com-
fort for each subject as the vergence load and visual fatigue were
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Visual fatigue:
 screen size effects

One 3-D movie, different screens !  risk of divergence

Shifting the images solves divergence issue, but creates other 
problems:

• Breaks the stereoscopic window

• Causes depth distortions
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(CgA) is one such protein that respond only to mental
stress and therefore could be used as a marker for fatigue
[19]. It has been used for example, to evaluate visual fatigue
before and after presenting a visual load using images with
and without colour break-up by using one chip DLP pro-
jectors [20].

5. Accommodation and convergence discrepancy

This section focuses on the issue of the type of accom-
modative and convergence responses that would be evoked
with an unnatural combination of stimuli such as those
found in stereoscopic images. Discrepancy between accom-
modative and vergence stimuli is common in stereoscopic
images, because accommodation should respond to the
screen/image position but disparity of the two images for
both eyes, vergence stimulus, varies time-to-time. Usually,
accommodation and convergence responses are closely
related. However, they can also di!er depending on the
stimuli. If the discrepancy is small, the two functions
respond correctly, i.e., di!erently. It is often said that, this
is unnatural, results in visual stress and causes visual
fatigue.

A brief review on the characteristics of accommodation
and vergence is presented in this section. It will also set the
stage for Section 6, in which changes in oculomotor bal-
ance after viewing stereoscopic images are discussed.

Accommodation has limits for both near and distant
viewing. Displacement of the far point of accommodation
from infinity is known as ametropia. Near point of accom-
modation changes because of age and the resulting subjec-
tive feeling of inconvenience experienced in daily life is
known as presbyopia. When no accommodative stimulus
is available, such as in darkness or in an empty field,
accommodation stays in the intermediate position between
the far and the near points. This is known as tonic accom-
modation. Tonic accommodation is a!ected by visual fati-
gue [6,21,22]. Visual targets further or closer than tonic
accommodative point cannot evoke precise accommoda-

tion with errors being biased toward the tonic position.
Such errors are known as accommodative lead or lag
(see Fig. 3). After accommodating to a di!erent position
from the tonic accommodative position, tonic position
shifts from the initial position. This is known as the
adaptation of accommodation [23,24].

Similarly, convergence has a limit known as the fusional
limit that usually has a wider range than the accommoda-
tion range, especially in the aged. This is because the con-
vergence function does not decrease with age, as is the case
with the accommodative function. The inaccuracy of con-
vergence, known as fixation disparity [25], is similar to
the accommodative lag or lead. It is small and changes with
distance in a complex manner, with large inter-individual

Fig. 2. Method for avoiding diverged binocular visual axis, assuming double projection system. (a) Far objects should have separation equivalent to IPD.
(b) However, usually it is di"cult to know actual screen size when taking a movie, so that sometimes unexpected e!ect such as diverged binocular
alignment is caused. (c) No parallax is given at infinity when taking movies and separation of two images is equivalent to IPD. This setting is less a!ected
by the image size.

Fig. 3. Accommodative lead (left) and lag (right).

K. Ukai, P.A. Howarth / Displays 29 (2008) 106–116 109
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Correcting geometric 
differences: the problem

• Mechanics and optics are intrinsically imprecise

• Check that the 3D movie can be comfortably viewed on a given 
screen (movie theater or 3DTV)

• On output, disparity must be purely horizontal

• Transform the
images to
remove
geometric
differences

26



DisparityTagger:
The Binocle / INRIA solution

• Detect remarkable points or regions in 
both images

• Match these points and regions

• Compute image transformations to 
remove vertical disparities

• Real-time correction of HD-SDI 
stereoscopic streams (2 x 1080i60)

27



Research or Engineering?
• Based on state-of-the-art Computer Vision 

techniques:

• SIFT/SURF detector/descriptor + matching

• F-matrix by RANSAC/PROSAC

• Stereo pair rectification

• But still hard to implement in practice

• Must be robust to any kind of images

• Rectification for cinema imposes constraints 
(aspect ratio, no black borders)
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34
Alerts for a 4m wide screen



35
Alerts for a 10m wide screen: crowd too close!



36
Alerts for a 10m wide screen + shift: divergence!



Shooting/viewing geometries

Z

H

W

b

camera 
(without 
primes)

display
(with primes)

b

H

W

Z

d

camera 
interocular

eye interocular

convergence 
distance

screen distance

width of 
convergence 

plane
screen size

real depth perceived depth

disparity (as a fraction of W)disparity (as a fraction of W)

dW
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Triangles ABC and ADE are 
homothetic:

which is easily rewritten as

or

Depth and disparity

Z

H

W

b

dW

A

B C

D E

Z �H

Z
=

dW

b

d =
b

W

Z �H

Z

Z =
H

1� W
b d
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a) compute disparity from 
real depth:

b) compute perceived depth 
from disparity:

Perceived depth

Z

H

W

b

dW

b, W, H, Z : Camera
b�, W �, H �, Z � : Display

: Disparity (no shift)

d =
b

W

Z �H

Z

d0 = d

Z 0 =
H 0

1� W 0

b0 d
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c) Finally, eliminate disparity:

Perceived depth (2)

Z

H

W

b

dW

b, W, H, Z : Camera
b�, W �, H �, Z � : Display

Z 0 =
H 0

1� W 0

b0
b
W

Z�H
Z
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• The relation between Z and Z’ is not linear, 
except if             , in which case:

• Infinity is perceived at 

• Divergence happens when Z’ becomes negative 
(divergence at Z=infinity iff                 )

Perceived vs. real depth

W

b
=

W �

b� Z � = Z
H �

H

Z 0 =
H 0

1� W 0

b0
b
W

Z�H
Z

Z 0 =
H 0

1� W 0

b0
b
W

b0

W 0 <
b

W
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Image scale ratio

• enlargement/reduction in image plane (X-Y) 
of an object at depth Z (disparity d) wrt an 
object at H (0):

�0 =
s0

s
=

H 0

Z 0
Z

H
=

1� dW 0/b0

1� dW/b
.

X



• Idea: we film a sphere, does it look like an 
rugby ball or a flat disc?

• In the screen plane:

The roundness factor

⇢screen =
W

W 0
@Z 0

@Z (Z=H)
=

b

H

H 0

b0
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⇥Z
/
⇥X 0

⇥X
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⇥Z
/
W 0/s0
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• Keeping proportions,           :

• The only depth-preserving and roundness-
preserving setup: Scale factor between filming 
setup and display setup (fixed FOV, baseline 
depends on the width of the convergence plane)

The canonical (linear) setup

Z � = Z
H �

H

W �

W
=

H �

H

�
=

b�

b

⇥
.

W

b
=

W �

b�
,

⇢ = 1
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Case study

• b = b’ = 6.5cm

• W = W’ = 10m

• H = H’ = 15m

• no image shift

• depth is measured from plane of 
convergence / screen, for comparison 
purposes
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Global depth modifications:
H = αb

hypostereo
hyperstereo

6.5cm12.5cm

0.5cmreal depth
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d

z’=z close to the screen

Keep object image size constant:
object farther/closer, zoom in/out, 
interocular proportional to distance
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Global depth modifications:

• Depth transformations are nonlinear:
the perceived space is a homographic transform of 
the real space

• Shooting from farther away while zooming in with a 
bigger interocular doesn’t distort (much) depth:
That’s probably the right way to zoom in - the baseline 
should be proportional to the convergence distance, but 
be careful with divergence at Z=infinity!

X



• Roundness of on-screen objects:

•                     , Depth consistency rule:

Global depth modifications:
the depth consistency rule

b

H
=

b�

H �

⇢screen =
b

H

H 0

b0

⇢screen = 1
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• Screen size does not matter! (except at Z=infinity, 
where divergence may occur on bigger screens)

• The screen distance dramatically influences the 
perceived depth, but it’s usually constrained by the 
viewing conditions (movie theater vs. home cinema 
vs. TV)

• Since b’ is fixed, what can we do to enforce the depth 
consistency rule, i.e. to produce the same 3-D 
experience in different environments?

Global depth modifications:
the depth consistency rule

b

H
=

b�

H �
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Perceived depth distortions: 
summary

• 3D geometry is not distorted if and only if shooting 
and viewing geometry are the same

• used for IMAX-3D

• impossible in real situations (sports...)

• may break the stereoscopic window

• Objects don’t look «more 3D» on a bigger screen

• Distance is important: «more 3D» if screen farther

• Novel view synthesis is the only solution 
(requires depth map)
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Fixing the roundness factor issue
using novel view synthesis

Changing the shooting parameters by post-processing the 
images to fix the roundness factor:

• Baseline modification (or view interpolation) corrects 
on-screen roundness factor, but distorts off-screen depth 
and image size, and may cause eye divergence

• Viewpoint modification gives perfect depth and 
roundness factor, but difficult in practice because of large 
disoccluded areas

• We propose depth-preserving disparity 
remapping - fixes the on-screen roundness factor, no 
depth distortion, no eye divergence
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Baseline modification

• synthesized baseline b’’ computed by setting 
ρscreen=1

• view interpolation (b’’ < b) or extrapolation 
(b’’ > b)

• symmetric or asymmetric (one view can be left 
untouched)

X



New view synthesis: baseline modification

51

Scene geometry Viewing geometry

Objects on screen are not distorted, but everything 
else is very distorted! Divergence may happen!



Viewpoint modification

• Synthesized geometry is homothetic to the 
viewing geometry.

• Both views must be synthesized (symmetric)

• Large scene parts that are not visible in the 
original views may become disoccluded

➡Produces many holes and image artifacts...

X



New view synthesis: viewpoint modification

52

Scene geometry Viewing geometry

No distortion at all, but many objects cannot be 
seen in the original images... bad solution!





Depth-preserving 

• Compute a disparity remapping function d’’(d) 
so that
ρscreen = 1 and Z’ = αZ

➡same disparity as viewpoint modification, but no 
depth-dependent image scaling.

• Depth is preserved, but image scale is not 
respected for off-screen objects
- Just like when zooming with a 2-D camera.

X



New view synthesis: disparity remapping
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Scene geometry Viewing geometry

Best tradeoff: depth is not distorted, no 
divergence happens, only apparent width is 

distorted... like on any 2D image 



Example showing disoccluded areas
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Example showing disoccluded areas
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Example showing disoccluded areas
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baseline

viewpoint

hybrid disparity remapping



Demo:
Perceived depth from 
stereopsis and depth-
preserving disparity 

remapping
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Dealing with the vergence-
accomodation conflict

56

• Human depth of field for a screen at 3m is from 1.9m to 7.5m.

• Corresponds to disparities from -3.8cm to 2.6cm.

• In-focus objects should not be displayed out of this range!

• Hybrid disparity remapping can be used to adapt movies so that:

• The on-screen roundness factor is 1

• The disparity at infinity is no more than 2.6cm

• Just synthesize views for a screen at the same distance, but 2.5 
times wider! (6.5/2.6=2.5)



New View Synthesis from Stereo
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Artifacts!



Artifacts detection and removal
Our approach:

•  Use asymmetric synthesis, so that one view keeps the highest 
possible image quality

•  Detect artifacts in the synthesized view

•  blur out the artifacts by anisotropic filtering

Why it should work:

•  This locally reduces the high frequency content on artifacts

•  The visual system will use other 3-D cues from the other (original) 
view to perceive 3-D in these areas [Stelmach 2000,Seuntiens 2006]

•  Temporal consistency should not be critical because of low spatial 
frequency (to be validated)
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Detecting and removing artifacts
Comparison of interpolated image with the original images:

• colors should be similar

• Laplacian should be similar too: an edge can not appear!

We compute a confidence map combining both, and use it 
as the conduction in the Perona-Malik anisotropic diffusion/
blur equation:

60

conduction
Laplacian

gradients

�I

�t
= � · (c(x, y, t)�I) = c(x, y, t)�I +�c ·�I

c 2 [0, 1]
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Interpolated frame



Interpolated frame, artifacts removed
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Novel view synthesis: summary

66

• Depth map accuracy is not crucial, but the rendered quality is

• Hybrid disparity remapping of stereoscopic content solves most 
issues caused by classical novel view synthesis methods.

• Asymmetric synthesis helps preserving perceived quality.

• Artifact removal is performed by detecting and blurring out artifacts 
in the synthesized view

Work In Progress:

• Video-rate depth map computation on the GPU with accurate depth 
boundaries (currently 80ms in OpenCL on Quadro5000)

• Video-rate view synthesis integrated in a stereoscopic player (Bino) from 
left & right views and left & right disparity maps coded as H.264 videos



focus
• Real-time monitoring:

• focus and color differences between the cameras

• Beyond the stereo rig, novel camera setups:

• for sports / wildlife (long focal length)

• for production of glasses-free 3DTV content

• Post-production (with the artist in the loop):

• stereo compositing, video cut-and-paste using 
stereo

• relighting

More work in progress...
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Thank you
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